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"Everything you will need in one book for ASP and ADO programming with Perl and PerlScript. A

must-have for every Perl developer's library."-Douglas Lankshear, Senior Developer, ActiveState

Tool Corporation This powerful book/CD package gets you up to speed on all of ActivePerl's

features in no time. Tobias Martinsson introduces the tools included in ActivePerl and walks you

through installationand configuration, then gives you an overview of the syntax, variables, functions,

control structures, and regular expressions of Perl and PerlScript. Chapters on ASP and ADO

demystify the jargon, com-ponents, and concepts behind the technologies, and then focus on the

objects and functionalities they can add to your programs. Extensive code examples teach you how

and where to use the objects, events that trigger them, and how to program with optimal

performance in mind. And as a valuable reference, the author provides detailed tables on each

object and its associated task options throughout the book to help you harness the full power of

ASP and ADO. Inside, you'll find comprehensive discussions of: * Perl and PerlScript programming

concepts * Universal Data Access (UDA) * Database programming * Active Server Pages (ASP) *

Active Data Objects (ADO): Connection, Command, Error, Field, Parameter, Property, Record,

Recordset, and Stream CD-ROM includes: * ActivePerl Build 522 * All examples and scripts from

the book * All ADO scripts converted to Perl code
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There's clearly a wealth of information in this book. I'm giving this book two stars instead of one



because if you read it often enough, long enough, and forgiving-ly enough some of that wealth can

be yours.Though I'm a fairly good script programmer, and though I'm quite familiar with Perl's object

model, and able to use databases with the Perl DBI I had no luck making database connections with

my own ASP scripts after using the book. I assumed it was just me until I found the connection

syntax clearly documented in a throwaway line from a different Perl book.After reading that book

cover to cover, reading another non-perl book on ASP, and scrounging through various

documentation files, and after successfully implementing an ASP-based database-driven website

I'm taking another crack at this book. It's still no fun but at least I can make out what the author is

trying to say. I am learning things I didn't know.I no longer believe the author actually works for Sun

Microsystems on their JAVA development team, which directly competes with Perl and ASP. But I'm

not so sure about the editor.A good editor would have helped the author streamline the flow, even

out the examples, prioritize what information is presented, move all but the most relevant tables to

appendices, and make sure chapter heading and subheading levels were orthogonal.It's too bad.

There's an old saying: "Those who can't, teach." That doesn't apply here -- the author certainly

seems to know his stuff. We face instead the corollary: "Those who can, can't teach." A thorough

revision with a good editor would greatly benefit both author and readers.

Having read many books on ASP and Perl, most much, much larger and more comprehensive than

this I am still compelled to give this book 5 stars since it quickly gives a feel for the techniques and

capabilities of the tools under discussion. Be warned: this book, for most readers, is most likely

inadequate as a sole source of information. The author provides motivation but not necessarily all

the details needed to fully use the material. But having read this book, I feel like I will definately

exercise my skills more competently.

This book clearly explains ActivePerl with ASP and ADO. It follows a smooth "tutorial approach" and

offers sheer ease in connecting databases with the internet. It is well written and highly detailed, but

doesn't "over-load" the beginner with unexplained jargon. This was the one book that had my

e-commerce up and running in no time.

I knew nothing about Perl, ASP and ADO until I read thisbook.The first chapter did a great job

introducing ASP in plainEnglish. I had the software installed and running before the second

chapter!2nd chapter taught me the basics of Perl like variables, files, regular expressions,

flow-control, and modular programming from the start. Cool scripting language to someone like me,



little experienced with VBScript and JScript in WSH. The book did not brush off the language. It

really did not expect me to know anything, and I didn't know ActivePerl before I picked it up.Chapter

3, 4, 5 explained the ASP 3.0 built in objects with background and examples to them ... retrieving

forms, validating submitted forms, cookies, server functions, global application variables and

maintaining state.Chapter 6 was about MDAC, ODBC, OLE DB, and ADO. Or about explaining

them. A refresher on the Structured Query Language was in there too.Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 were

about the ADO objects. 7 is about Connection object to connect to and run queries at databases.

Chapter 8 was extensive about the Recordset object, although easy to understand. Explaining

among things its cursors and locks, extended properties, paging a recordset, fabricated recordsets,

and hierarchial recordsets.Chapter 9 contained a short description of the Command object with

some program-code. Could have been more examples, I think now, but the object reference really

makes it clear, so no hard feelings.Chapter 10, 11 were about the Record and Stream objects. The

chapter on the Stream object was short, but its functionality is already given by Perl and other ADO

objects explained.The appendix contained a surprise! It included scripts that set me up for sending

and receiving e-mail, drawing graphics, getting the dimensions of an image, etc! The book showed

how to connect to SQL Server (and others) so MS Access was a stepping stone used in the

examples to help people like me, I think. :)The writing-style of the book is pleasant to follow, but

adverbial conjunctions are used somewhat often, although one of the better written computer books.

A good-bad thing is that I want more pages in the book. :)Very worthy of its title. It taught me

ActivePerl with ASP and ADO, and it included good useful reference, so five stars to you.

If you're looking for a printed resource on ASP scripting using perl, this is the only one you'll find to

date. Fortunately, it is filled with valuable information and clear examples (in code) demonstrating

how ASP and PerlScript provide efficient solutions to problems you are very likely to encounter. The

editing, however, leaves much to be desired. Either the text was translated to English or the author's

English was not edited at all for an audience for whom English is a first language. It makes

uncomfortable reading for those accustomed to O'Reilly tech books.This book is a good investment,

in any case, since you won't find another single resource with the same quantity of information. ....

This book clearly explains Perlscripting, ASP, and ADO through concise programming examples.

The CD with all the scripts plus ActivePerl makes it an excellent buy!

Up-to-date materials. Useful both as a tutorial and a reference. But the English and flow are less



than desirable.
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